Interactive Session Plan ™

Coach

Theme

Liam Lacy

Session date

Team/Age Group U14 Boys

Fall 2015

Time available

Transition into Attack
Role & Positioning of #7, #9, #10 & #11 (within a 4-2-3-1 formation)

90 Minutes

NOTES
Technical Warm Up
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Begin with SAQ & Stretches
1. Initially dribbling & running with the ball with no pressure. Introduce transition element with
player stopping ball on opposite side and running around cone before immediate chase.
2. Passing patterns with a focus on speed of play. Two middle players to work together to ensure
there is an option for player on the ball.
Coaching Points
1. Speed of dribble with player chasing. Cut off opponent if necessary.
2. Angles and distance to play 1-2 touch. Supporting player to get 'underneath' teammate.
2 v 2 + 2 Transition
Target player (Green=#9) in each half. In transition attacking team immediately play into #9 and
move into positions of support to create 3v2. Opposition must track runs to defend.
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Progression
Introduce defenders to mark #9 (3v3 in half).
Allow opposition #9 to defend to create a 4v4.
Coaching Points
Movement of #9 to be effective option for transitioning team. Timing of movement on cues.
Supporting runs of teammates. Alternatives to running in a straight line.

4v4v4v4 Transition to Goal
3-1 (Attack) v 2-2 (Defense)
Attacking team attempt to penetrate from a central channel against a small block defense
(#7 & #11 are tucked in to support #9 & #10). After blue attack, next red team quickly take
attacking shape before blue can set up to defend. Defending team attempt to play over orange
line if they win the ball.
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Progression
Introduce line to pull defense up to before play restarts (creates space in behind)
Coaching Points
Creativity in tight spaces. Ability to beat opponent 1v1 or create numbers up to use combination.
Attempt to get defense facing on goal with ball in behind. Timing of runs to do so. Finishing.
8v7 To Goal
2-2-3-1 (Attack) v 4-3 (Defense)
Red team begin with ball and attempt to play to Blue #2 or #3 (considered as neutral at this point).
On receiving the ball from red, blue look to play quickly into attack (manufactured transition).
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Progression
Time how long between 'winning' ball back to shot - Aim for 10 secs max
Introduce red striker to put more pressure on full backs (8v8). Finish with scrimmage (+GK's).
Coaching Points
Speed of play into attack. #2 & #3 to play forward on touch. Awareness of where ball has come
from and opportunities to utilize space. Use of #6 & #8 for possession if quick counter is not viable.
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